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but it was possible for the japanese to attack the u.s fleet at pearl harbor. the american ships present at pearl harbor
had been in east asia and very close to japan for some time, either on routine training operations or in taiwan. from
april 1939 they were recalled and sent south to provide direct fire support for their navy. they arrived a week before
the attack on pearl harbor and were scattered across a number of different ports. there were five us naval air stations
at pearl harbor. the uss sampson in the inner harbour is shown taking heavy damage from a japanese dive bomb. a
second one makes a strafing run but misses and hits the uss ward the destroyer in the outer harbour. the uss hewitt
was damaged during the attack and sunk in the same area. uss shaw and uss curtis are known to have been hit but it
is not clear where. the cast is good but the performances are banal. the early action is thrilling, especially a furious
dogfight, but it's soon so predictable and over-the-top that it becomes rather easy to predict how the rest of the movie
will unfold. like a lot of war movies, pearl harbor presents its heroes as larger-than-life, but they have to be because
it's hard to get excited about a group of unlikely heroes when they can't even seem to do a competent job of killing
the bad guys. the script sometimes tries to approach the truth by having characters talk about the loss of life, but
there are too many boats and planes for this to work. for some reason, this movie has a reputation for being a classic.
but it isn't a particularly good movie - it just happens to show an aerial raid on pearl harbor at the start and a bombing
of the japanese mainland at the end. also, world war ii rarely comes off as "a cause worth fighting for." it's more like a
squalid car wreck where people are going to die no matter who wins. pearl harbor just makes us feel awful. the movie
is a good example of what not to do in war movies. it's enough to make a kid walk away from war movies in general.
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